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Dear Readers,

I am very happy to unveil the second edition of our Institute magazine, “Pratibimb,” which covers the latest developments and
the progress updates of the NIT Patna community. I hope you all, the Members of the NIT Patna family, are safe and healthy
in this ongoing pandemic. In the light of the second COVID-19 wave and the dynamic nature of the coronavirus, it has become a
very challenging situation for humanity. The well-being and safety of NIT Patna students, faculty, staff, and their family
members have been our top priority. We have successfully organized the COVID vaccination drive on our campus at regular
intervals for the NIT Patna family. I thank our institute officials and the district administration Patna for felicitating the
vaccination drive on the campus smoothly. We are sincerely committed to tackling this ongoing pandemic situation as we have
done in the past. In spite of hardship and constraints, our faculty, staff, and students have continued to excel in their work with
their strong willpower, commitment, and motivation, which has propelled us towards new milestones with steady progress. We
have a responsibility to contribute towards initiatives, benefitting society, being an Institute of National Importance as NIT
Patna understands its role in being a guiding force towards the society. We owe a lot to society, and I would like to urge the
NIT Patna family that please keep delivering on research fronts with new product/innovations/ideas, for the larger common
benefits for the society, with more focus on innovative research in combating the COVID situation in the world at present. 
 The admission of new students (B. Tech, M. Tech) was delayed for July -Dec 2020 session, and the admission process could
be completed by the first week of Dec 2020. However, we completed their first semester by March end (2021), and now we are
marching towards successful completion of the second semester. We continued to run online classes and conduct online
examinations successfully for our students. I thank our academic and non-academic staff for assiduously completing the
activities of the institute in online mode in spite of various obstacles. The placement of final year students has been very good
this year as well, in spite of being conducted online completely. Many students have been placed in Multinational companies
with good packages.
 We are about to introduce a new Technical and Professional course of MCA from the forthcoming academic session. The
addition of this new professional course of MCA to the academics of NIT Patna will immensely help computer graduates to
pursue their higher studies on computer applications, to explore the exciting prospects in the IT sector. We are also working
with the Telecom Sector’s Skill Council to set up a Centre of Excellence (CoE) to provide practical training in the domain of
Information and Communication Technology. This new CoE will make available the upgraded baseline courses along with
recent trends in advanced courses viz; IoT (Internet of Things), 5G Technology, Data Science, Cyber Security and Robotics
(Mechatronics), etc.
 Our team has been working relentlessly to get a new campus of NIT Patna erected in Bihta as soon as possible, considering
the future growth of NIT Patna. We have signed an MoU with NBCC regarding the construction of the new campus. We expect
to shift our operations to the new campus of NIT Patna by the end of 2022. NIRF Ranking of NIT Patna has been consistently
improving for the last 4 years. I believe, with all the hard work of our academic staff, administrative staff, and students, we
will continue to strive for the betterment in our NIRF ranking of NIT Patna and would be thriving to elevate NIT Patna to new
heights.
 I once again congratulate the editorial team of the Magazine, “Pratibimb,” to bring forth its’ second edition for all of us.
 I wish all of you good health and prosperity. May this difficult phase be over very soon. Meanwhile, don’t show any
negligence towards COVID-19 & follow COVID guidelines strictly issued from time to time from government agencies and
health department officials.

Director's Desk

Prof. P.K. Jain
Director, NIT Patna
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I am very pleased with the dedicated efforts of the editorial committee of the e-magazine, “Pratibimb” in
cooperation with the academic and administrative staff of NIT Patna to bring its’ second edition in these
testing times. “Pratibimb” is serving as a platform to get the updates of the Institute and also bring together
various dimensions of the Institute at one place.
It has been a very hard time for humanity in this COVID pandemic. We are trying to make all sorts of efforts
to conduct the Institutional activities in time without compromising with safety of any individual. Online
classes as well as examinations of UG, PG, Ph.D students were successfully conducted in cooperation with
the faculties and academic members. The research community of NIT Patna has been actively working to
contribute towards new dimensions of research and development. We are trying to open up new possibilities
of extended research and training facilities within Institute premises through exploring possibilities of new
Centres of Excellence. Our placement cell has been working very hard to ensure campus placements are the
least affected in this pandemic situation. Our students have shown tremendous performance in campus
placements and many students have been able to secure high-package offers.
We aspire to make dedicated efforts to improve NIRF ranking of the Institute through all-round development
of Institute. I firmly believe that the amount of dedication and hard work that our academic and
administrative staff have been continuously putting in, we will be able to achieve new milestones.  
Wishing good health and happiness to one and all.

I congratulate the editorial team of “Pratibimb” to bring forward its second edition which looks very
promising. It is extremely pleasing to see the joint efforts of faculties, students as well as staff to use
this e-magazine as a common platform to work towards the betterment of the Institute.
I believe, everyone will be following essential safety guidelines to jointly fight against this COVID
pandemic. Wish everyone a happy and healthy year ahead. Best wishes to the editorial team.

Registrar Message

Deputy Director's
Message

Prof. S.K. Verma

Registrar, NIT Patna
Dr. Asit Narayan

Dy. Director, NIT Patna
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“Time and tide waits for none.”

The second wave of Covid - 19 had arrived in India, yet our lives must
continue. It has to keep moving forward. So, NIT Patna endured with its
academic activities.

LOCKDOWN SEMESTER 2.0

There was some discussion about bringing NIT Patna students back to
campus. Students were supposed to return on April 1, 2021, but the rapid
increase in Covid-19 cases in March 2021 threw all of these plans into
disarray. As a result, the Institute decided to continue the  Semester
through Online mode using Microsoft Teams for classes and assignments.
Through feedback and suggestions, the institute has effectively used the
internet to monitor day-to-day progress made by students and faculty.
The faculty and students communicated frequently. Faculty attempted to
provide students with PDF notes, and for practical, videos of faculty
performing the practical were recorded to help students understand.
When the majority of students are unable to use our library's offline
resources, the Institute has also made an effort to provide them with a
wide range of e-resources.

ONLINE EXAMINATION

First and foremost, we must acknowledge the Examination Department
of NIT Patna's efforts to successfully conduct examinations during these
difficult times. They went to great lengths to clarify important
examination procedures to the students via virtual sessions utilizing
Microsoft Teams. Students' concerns about the exam procedure were
addressed through a series of demonstration sessions. After informing
students about the test method, the institute released the exam timetable
for all departments at NITP. 

PANDEMIC WITH
DOUBLE MASK

NIT PATNA FUNCTIONING IN
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Every day, the institute distributed the test question paper at the
specified time and offered students a time limit of three hours to answer
the questions. Students were asked to scan and submit a soft copy of
their answer sheet within 30 minutes of answering the questions. The
uploaded answer sheets was accessible to the respective faculty
members for evaluation purposes by the NITP examinations' section, and
the results were subsequently released based on those evaluations. Even
throughout the examination, the effort was taken to ensure that if any
student encountered a technical difficulty, it was resolved as soon as
possible. Furthermore, faculty members have displayed great efforts in
preparing question papers for their various courses at such a level that it
draws on the student's true understanding.

RIGOROUS RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

NITP's research activities continued even in this grave situation.
Following the proclamation of UNLOCK by Indian Government from
October, 2020, Ph.D. scholars were summoned to the Institute. The
students continued with their research activities while adhering to all of
the Covid-19 guidelines. This consistent research activity at NITP will
serve as an example for all institutes and a motivation for future
students.

Even as the second wave began in India, the Institute arranged for
vaccinations for the students so that they would not be disturbed. The
Health Department thoroughly monitored the health of each student. It
was ensured that the students would have no difficulties throughout their
stay and would be able to continue with their studies in a sound and
stable mental state. 

STARTED A NEW MASTER PROGRAMME

In order to cater for the needs of computer professionals, the CSE
department of NIT Patna has started a two-year Master program in
computer applications (MCA) from the session 2021-22. The initial intake
will be 80 through the NIT MCA Common Entrance Test (NIMCET) exam
which is conducted by NITs, for admission into their MCA program. 40
students out of 80 will be regular students and the other 40 will be self-
financed students. NIT Patna is the 11th NIT institute to offer MCA
program along with ten other NITs at Agartala, Allahabad, Bhopal,
Calicut, Jamshedpur, Kurukshetra, Raipur, Surathkal, Tiruchirappalli
and Warangal. The admission into the MCA programme in NIT Patna is
based on the Rank obtained in NIMCET-2021 only. 
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1.       Architecture & Planning                                31                 30                 09                  09  

2.       Civil Engineering                                               92               92                 84                  82

The academic session is divided into two semesters; Autumn semester (July-December)
and Spring semester (January-May).The end semester examinations are held in May
and December every year.  

Examination

In the July-December 2020 and Jan-June 2021
semester,  online examination and evaluation method
was adopted because of COVID-19 Pandemic

Sl. 
No. 

Department UG PG

The Examination Section of the Institute centrally conducts the mid-semester and end
semester examinations. class test, assignment, tutorials, viva-voce, laboratory
assignment/ examination are the components of continuous assessment process. Results of
graduate and post graduate are declared in  terms of SGPA & CGPA on a ten-point scale

Result Analysis of Final Semester
Pass out students (Jan-June-2021) 

Registered RegisteredPass Pass

3.       Computer Science & Engineering               137            137                 15                  15

4.       Electronics & Communication                      79               79                 22                  22

5.       Electrical Engineering                                     86               86                 37                  36

6.       Mechanical Engineering                                 85              84                  43                  42

7.       Mathematics   (Int. M.Sc )                              15               15                   –                     –

    8.       Physics (Int. M.Sc )                                           08               07                   –                     –

     9.       Chemistry (Int. M.Sc )                                      07               07                   –                     –

Total 537 534  210 206

Engineering
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Vaccination Drive

COVID-19

         NIT Patna and its administration  have
taken the took the unprecedented step of
organizing Covid-19 vaccinations. The institute
has arranged two rounds of vaccinations, the
first of which has taken place on May 19th and
20th. The second round was held on May 29th
and 30th. The drive was conducted on the
Institute Campus at the SAC Building from
10:00 a.m. to 15:00 p.m. on the aforementioned
dates.

On January 16, India began administering
COVID-19 vaccinations. The COVID-19
vaccines provide disease protection by eliciting
an immune response to the SARS-Cov-2 virus.
Developing immunity by vaccination reduces
the likelihood of developing the illness and its
repercussions. If you are exposed to the virus,
this immunity will help you fight it. Getting
vaccinated may also safeguard those around
you, because if you are immune and disease-
free, you are less likely to infect others. 

 19-20th May and 29-30th May 2021, 

Student Activity Center (SAC) Building 

National Institute of Technology Patna
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Vaccinations were made available to all staff,
instructors, and students. The institute has a single
motto: vaccinate all students and faculty members
because they are all members of a family. Not only was
the first dosage of vaccine arranged, but employees
who had already been vaccinated once were also made
available with their second dosage if it was due at the
time. 
During these days, there was a high level of
participation. Many students, faculty staff, and their
families came to get vaccinated. Management was at its
best. Masks were made mandatory, and social
distancing was strictly enforced.
According to the guidelines from District
Administration, both COVISHIELD and COVAXIN
were made available so that personnel are not
inconvenienced.
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 Emergency Medical
Services @nitp

During these pandemic days, the NIT Patna's
health centre has been quite proactive. When an
emergency situation arose, they attempted to give
every necessary emergency service. The
ambulance has always been on hand at the
institute and has been deployed whenever
necessary. There was also a supply of Oxygen
Cylinders and Emergency Beds.
As the research continued on the premises,
special consideration was given to the Ph.D
students. Each student's health was monitored on
a regular basis.
The Administration deserves a pat on the back
for their efforts and management. There are
plans to organise additional vaccine rounds in
order to vaccinate an increasing number of
students, which is important to eradicating
Corona and returning to normalcy.
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nd72REPUBLIC DAY
Celebration @NITP

26 th

JANUARY,2021



Every year on January 26th, NIT Patna
celebrates Republic Day with zest and
excitement. Our loyal Security Staff
performs parades, and our adored
Director, Prof. Pradip Kumar Jain hoists
our national flag. 
This year was no exception. Despite the
fact that we were missing our students
on this auspicious occasion due to the
Pandemic, the administrative staff and
faculty present on the campus insisted on
continuing the tradition. The statue of
Father of Our Nation, Mahatma Gandhi,
was garlanded as part of a ceremony.
On that day, everyone saluted this great
personality and remembered his role to
our struggle for freedom.

“Let's celebrate 72 years of our
Constitution coming into effect. May
the pride of the Tricolour add more

colors to your life.”
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One of the most significant achievements of the day was the
establishment of the foundation for Centre of Excellence with
the assistance of our College's alumni. There was talk on how
this Board may help increase the amount of research done on
campus.

Conducting research is an important part of the scientific
thought process. The body of knowledge grows as a result of
research. Scientific research is an essential tool for navigating
our complex world successfully. We'd be forced to rely
completely on intuition, other people's authority, and luck if we
didn't have it. 

As a result of the increased research activity on our campus,
students will be encouraged to pursue higher education and
participate in research activities. The Computer Science and
Engineering Department and the Electronics and
Communication Department will be the first to benefit from the
Center of Excellence. In their early years, they will place a
greater emphasis on research about Artificial Intelligence.
More Centres for other departments' research assistance will
be established in the coming years.

The Administrative Board was particularly pleased that
research activities on campus were able to continue through
the Pandemic. Another significant achievement was the success
of Online Classes during these difficult times. The Students' Odd
Semesters were conducted entirely online, beginning with
classes and concluding with the End Semester Examinations. It
was a pat on the back for every faculty, staff and students.

There was also a serious discussion on getting NIT Patna
students back to campus, which was almost a success because
Academic Calendars were produced in advance. From April 1,
2021, students were set to return to campus. The rapid
increase in Covid-19 cases in March 2021 threw all of these
plans into disarray.
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NSS NIT Patna organized the preliminary round of
Environment Youth Forum 2021 under the
guidance of the Honorable Director Prof. P.K. Jain
on January 16, 2021. The aim of this initiative was
to sensitize the youth of the country towards
environment issues and to provide them a platform
to voice their opinion and views. NSS NIT Patna
organized this event to mark the National Youth
Day(12 th January,2021) which marks the birth
anniversary of the great Swami Vivekanand. It
was conducted under the guidance of the
Programme Coordinator/Environmental Nodal
Officer Dr. Kamini Sinha. The students discussed
topic like natural resource management in urban
economies, exploitation of forests for bio-
prospecting and bio-pharming, conservation of
wildlife and biodiversity etc. The welcome address
was given by the honorable Deputy Director S.K.
Verma who motivated and encouraged students to
participate in such event for the betterment of the
society as well as their own. The chief guest for the
occasion was Prof. Meenakshi Dhote, Head of the
Department of Environmental Planning, School of
Planning and Architecture, Delhi. The theme of the
event was PARYAVARAN CHETNA (Environment
and Sustainability). The achieved objectives went
into making the nation more sustainable and
green. With thousands of students participating
from the all corners of the nation enumerable ideas
and creative thought were generated which
contributes towards achieving sustainable
development.

Environment Youth
Forum  2021

'NURTURING ENVIRONMENT LEADERS'
On the Ocassion of  National Youth Day

16-17th January, 2021

Arise, awake andArise, awake andArise, awake and
do not stop untildo not stop untildo not stop until

the goal is reached.the goal is reached.the goal is reached.
~Swami~Swami~Swami

VivekanandVivekanandVivekanand
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“He who plants a tree. Plants a hope.”
BY LUCY LARCOM

To commemorate Basant Utsav, on February 5, 2021, the
students of Kosi Hostel organized a cleaning, sanitation, and
plantation drive. This drive was voluntarily participated in
by 80 students from the Kosi Hostel, all of them were Ph.D.
students. Groups of four to five students were formed, and
tasks were handed to them. Masks, as well as social
distancing, were compulsory. Students took part under the
supervision of many professors. Prof. Suresh Kant Verma,
our Deputy Director, was the keynote guest at this event. But
none of this could have happened without the blessings of
our beloved Director, Prof. Pradip Kumar Jain.

PLANTATION DRIVE
05 FEBRUARY 2021

Kosi Hostel, National Institute of Technology Patna
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"Plants have Feelings"
BY JAGADISH CHANDRA BOSE

The NITP management was quite cooperative in
obtaining the necessary cleaning and sanitation
equipment and infrastructure. The students began by
cleaning the hostel's entire neighborhood. They also
pledged to keep the surroundings clean at all times.
Plant saplings and trees were planted all around the
hostel. The majority of the plant saplings used were
Ashok and Peepal trees. Aside from the two, a large
number of fruit trees and flowering plants were also
planted. 

Because it was the Institute's first social engagement
in a long time, students were also ecstatic about the
event. After the long event, the Hostel
Administration hosted a community feast to cheer up
the tired students. This event provided an excellent
opportunity to establish a healthy environment
within the Institute, and the spirit of brotherhood
was renewed at NIT Patna.

"Even if I knew that tomorrow the world would
go to pieces, I would still plant my apple tree."
                                      ~  Martin Luther King
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To raise awareness of the importance of safety
rules,  NSS NIT Patna, in collaboration with NSS BIT
Patna, organised a rally on February 17, 2021, on
the occasion of National Road Safety Month
(January 18, 2021 to February 17, 2021).  NSS
volunteers marched from the Lok Nayak Jay
Prakash Statue to Gandhi Maidan (Kargil  Chowk)
with placards bearing slogans. Common people
and pedestrians were made aware of the various
traffic  laws in India, with a particular emphasis
placed on the importance of road safety.

The rally's main goal was to make common
citizens, especially today's youth, more aware of
the road safety rules they should fol low. This
campaign, led by Prof.  P.  K. Jain and Prof.  Kamini
Sinha, added another feather to NSS NIT Patna's
cap. A large number of students took the init iative
and participated in the rally,  making it  a huge
success.
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World Water day

IWWA Patna in collaboration with NIT Patna witnesses
an online celebration on World Water Day

An online event “AQUA-MANIA” was organized
by NIT Patna in collaboration with IWWA Patna
on the occasion of World Water Day (22nd
March 2021) The theme for this World Water
Day was “VALUING WATER”. The event was
organized by the honorable secretary at IWWA
Patna Dr. N S Maurya. The eminent speakers
and the judges for this evening were Dr.
D.P.Singh (immediate past president, IWWA
 Mumbai ), Prof. Ravindra Khaiwal (Department
of Community, Medicine, and School of Public
Health, PGIMER, Chandigarh), Rajni Kant
(Advocate, High Court Patna) and Prof. S.S.
Mishra (HOD, Civil Department, NIT Patna). The
spotlight of this event was value of water , its
availability and shortage in some parts of the
world and various programs launched to
conserve water and the presentations given by
participants. Many dignitaries shared their
knowledge and experiences too.

22nd March 2021
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 This year women cell NIT Patna in
collaboration with Alumni cell celebrated
“INTERNATIONAL WOMENS DAY” by
organizing talks with women achievers who
are also alumni of the Institute. The theme
that was chosen for IWD 2021 was
#ChoosetoChallenge. This means that women
stay accountable for their actions and also
have control over their thoughts, in simple
words: make choice of their own and change
the world. Institute under the guidance of
Professor in charge interviewed two achievers
who chose to challenge the ordinary ways of
society and emerge as an extraordinary
example.
 The first achiever was Ms. Swastika Basu,
Chief of Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) at
Tata Steel Ltd. Her Motto in life is “Accepting
Challenges along one’s journey will definitely
lead to Success”. She inspired all the students
with her beautiful views on life, success and
engineering. Ms. Usha Singh (HR Director
MOIL) was the second person to be
interviewed. Ms. Usha Singh belonging to an
era when women were not expected to stand
as equals to men, shared her inspiring
journey and remarkable views with the
students in the interview. It was a brilliant
one hour talk where she shared her opinion
on various questions asked by students. 

MARCH, 2021

HAPPY WOMEN'S DAY
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On the occasion of World Earth Day, celebrated every year on
22nd April, IWWA Patna Centre together with NIT Patna
organized an online event named “ECORHYTHM”. This event
was based on the theme of World Earth Day 2021 – “RESTORE
OUR EARTH”. The event was based on the problems our Mother
Earth is facing and how can we extend our knowledge to
eradicate the same. The eminent speakers and the judges for
this incredible evening were Prof. Md. Jawed, Department of
Civil Engineering, IIT Guwahati and S. N. Jaiswal, Scientific
Advisor, Bihar State Pollution Control Board. This event was
organized by hownerable secretary at IWWA patna Dr. N. S.
Maurya. For this event, organizing chairman was Dr. D.P.
Singh (Immediate past president IWWA Mumbai) and co
chairman was Dr. S.S. Mishra (Head of Department, Civil Engg.
NIT Patna). The honourable judges and other dignitaries too
shared their knowledge and experiences. They also talked
about government initiatives launched to protect the
environment and the need to create awareness about this
among peoples and how each category of society can
contribute towards this. Team PHOENIX bagged first prize for
their presentation on depletion of natural resources. Team
ALTRUISTIC and team IGNITED STARK secured second and third
position respectively.

WORLD EARTH DAY

IWWA PATNA CENTRE AND NIT PATNA JOINTLY
ORGANISED WORLD EARTH DAY IN ONLINE MODE

02– 22nd APRIL 2021
Venue: MS TEAMS (ONLINE MODE)
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ANTI-TERRORISM

हम भारतवासी अपने देश क� अ�ह�सा एवंं
सहनशीलता क� परंपरा म� �ढ़ �व�वास  रखते ह�
तथा �न�ापूव�क शपथ लेते ह� क� हम सभी �कार
के आतंकवाद और �ह�सा का डटकर �वरोध कर�गे।
हम मानव जा�त के सभी वग� के बीच शां�त,

सामा�जक स�ाव तथा सूझबूझ कायम करने और
मानव जीवन मू�यो को खतरा प�ँचने वाली, और
�वघटनकारी श��य� से लड़ने क� भी शपथ लेते ह�। 

Pledge
We the people of India, having abiding faith

in our country's tradition of non-violence

and tolerance, hereby solemnly affirms to

oppose with our strength, all form of

terrorism and violence. We pledge to

uphold and promote peace, social harmony,

and understanding among all fellow human

beings and fight the forceforces of

disruption threatening human lives and

values. 

��त�ा

"With guns, you can kill terrorists, 
with education, you can kill terrorism"

- Malala Yousafzai
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"Everytime you try to quit smoking you are
actually getting closer to staying smoke-free"

-Henry Ford

 We the members of NIT PATNA
hereby solemnly pledge to not smoke
or use any tobacco products now and

forever.
In addition, I will always try to stay
away from the secondhand smoke,

which is a danger to my health.
I will do my best to encourage people

who do smoke or use tobacco
products, and will do my best to
support them as they try to quit.

A N T I - T O B A C C O

 
J O I N  U S  I N  S A Y I N G  N O  T O

T O B A C C O .

A N D  E V E R Y  D A Y  A F T E R ,  L E T ' S
S T A N D  T O G E T H E R  T O  B R I N G  T H I S

C A U S E
E V E N  F U R T H E R .

Pledge
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The management of NIT PATNA has decided to construct
a new campus for its students in BIHTA. The MoU to be
signed between NIT Patna and NBCC (India) Ltd for the
construction of an additional campus. Preparation of
Master Plan for the entire campus it shall envisage future
development and shall be so developed as to use the
available land in an efficient manner leaving enough
space for future developments. The NBCC Architect shall
prepare the concept design, preliminary drawings, and
specifications based on detailed requirements of the
work. NBCC  suggested, adhered and shall implement on-
Energy conservation, Use of recycled/Green materials,
Recycling of waste Water and Rainwater harvesting
measures and Cost optimization of Project as a whole. Dr.
Sanjay Kumar has presented the designs, architecture
and concept of NBCC to the management of NIT PATNA 
 on 24th June in J.C. Bose hall showing the structures of
the upcoming campus. Dr. Baboo Rai has coordinated the  
whole event smoothly. Dr. Prabhat Kumar has looked 
 after the IT services of the event.

MoU Between
NITP & NBCC 
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MoU Between
NITP & TSSC
A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) has
been signed between Telecom Sector Skill
Council and National Institute of Technology
Patna for setting up a Centre of Excellence
(CoE) to create a facility for practical training
on the domain of Information and
Communications Technology. Skill
development training will be given by the CoE
to enhance the employability of aspiring
students. Skill development training will be
given in the cutting-edge technologies in the
domain of Information and Communications
Technology including Technical, Services and
allied fields. The CoE will provide training on
the base line courses and also on the advance
courses like IOT, 5G and beyond, cyber
security and robotics etc. 
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The National Board of Accreditation (NBA), together with the
National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC), are the
two key agencies in India responsible for the accreditation of
higher education institutions. The NBA accredits technical
programs such as engineering and management, whereas the
NAAC accredits general colleges and universities. The NBA is a
willing member in the Washington Accord.

The NBA Experts came to NIT Patna to accredit three PG
programs of the Department of Civil Engineering and one UG
programme of the Department of Mechanical Engineering.

NBA Experts examined key facilities, laboratories, and the department
library. They interacted with members of the institute, staff, students, and
alumni. The experts examined the SAR documents, the method of achieving
them, and the appropriate documents required for achieving various goals.
The specialists were in the institute for three days. It concluded with a formal
meeting of the experts with the Director, Deans, and Department Heads.
Several topics were covered, and the meeting concluded on a positive tone.

NBA EXPERTS VISIT TO 
NIT PATNA 
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TRAINING &
PLACEMENT

CSE ECE ME EE CE

MATH
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In terms of prominent alumni holding
national/international positions in businesses and
academia, NIT Patna has been fairly exceptional. NIT
Patna, the training and placement unit has been
highly proactive in terms of training and placements
for UG/PG students.

The T&P cell at NITP primarily focuses on career
exploration, self-assessment, long-term career
planning, and the development of various
networking skills, as well as job search tactics for
students. They are working extremely hard to ensure
that the students receive what they are deserved.
Excellent career and internship opportunities have
been made available to students (both UG and PG) in
India and overseas.

During the recent placement at NIT Patna for the
academic year 2020-21, almost 60 companies shown
interest in hiring students from the UG department.
During the COVID - 19 pandemic, NITP administration
made every effort to make it easier for organization
that are hiring from NITP online to avoid any voids
caused by pandemic constraints.
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The year 2020 began with exciting news for NITP, as six
students were picked by Amazon for a dream package of
30L on Jan 8, 2020. Furthermore, 10 students were
employed in companies such as Sabre & Parth International
with pay packages ranging from 14 to 15 lacs. This year, in
the month of May, Infoedge offered dream packages worth
12.5 lacs to three more students on its revisit.  But the news
that shook the entire campus and sent a wave of delight
through the college came on October 17, 2020, when
Adobe hired a student with a whopping package of 44 lacs.
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UHG, Incture, BlogVault, Sapient, ZS Associates, Accenture,
OYO Rooms, LogicFruit, Oracle, Paytm, TCS, Meesho,
Cognizant, and Primal Group were among the
organizations that visited the campus and presented
attractive packages to the students.
Moreover, various Tier-II companies (9L > offer package >
6L) participated in the placement and provided jobs to the
students, including L&T Infotech, Capgemini, Alstrom, JIO
Industries, L&T ECC, NPCI, QBits Labs, SalesForce, Vedanta,
Tata Power, DDL, Sonata Software, India Mart, and others.
Students were recruited in large numbers by Infosys and
Invenio.
Over 300 job offers were offered to undergraduate
students. The average package was worth 7.56 lakhs.
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Not just for UG students, but also for PG students, the
placement scenario is rather encouraging. MindTickle
Company provided a dream job to a PG student. Incture,
TCS, Fitness Mana, India Mart, and Infosys were among
the other firms that hired PG students from the Institute.
A job has already been offered to 14 of the 33 registered
students. This data is updated lastly on 15th of June
2021.
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“Nothing has such power to broaden the mind as the ability to investigate
systematically and truly all that comes under thy observation in life.”

                                                    ~Marcus Aurelius

 Filling the gap between industry
and academia

During COVID-19, E&ICT Academy was extremely proactive and hosted a variety of
activities. It's a DeitY (Government of India) initiative. DeitY funded a "Scheme of Financial
Assistance for Establishing Electronics Academies and ICT Academies" scheme, which aimed
to increase the employability of graduates/diploma holders in a variety of fields by
collaborating with the central government and the states/union territories.

# From December 2020 to May 2021, the E&ICT Academy at NIT Patna organized a number of
online Faculty Development Programs (FDPs). E&ICT organized roughly 15 short-term
courses, mostly Faculty Development programs, and other workshops, till May 2021.

# Several programs drew participants from all over the country, spanning from various
states and backgrounds. As guest lecturers in a number of programs, national and
international specialists from a variety of prestigious academic and industrial institutions
gave speeches.

# Through recorded videos, not only theoretical lectures on various themes but also hands-
on instruction on various tools/software, were organized. All members were provided
videos of the training materials.

# Participants included not only college faculty but also faculty from other government
institutions, industry professionals, UG, PG, and Ph.D. students.

# Machine Learning and its Applications in Mechanical Engineering, Advanced
Communication and Antennas, Data Science for All, Artificial Intelligence, Renewable
Energy to Sustainable Communications, and so on were among the programs offered.

# About 869 faculty and 890 students participated in different programs. A total of 1759
individuals experienced and learned from various activities till December 2020 (May 2021).

# Many CSIR and other research and development scientists also supported the organized
programs.

E & ICT ACADEMY
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Detail of the online FDP organised by E&ICT Academy,
NIT Patna. Partcipants are from all over India.

Data From December to May, 2021
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There was a joint inauguration of this FDP on Electrical and Computer Engineering held
on 08th Feb 2021 at 10.00 AM. Chief-Guest of the program was Prof. M P Poonia, Vice
Chairman AICTE New Delhi, on his place Prof Rajiv Kumar Secretary AICTE attended the
program. Coordinator of the program Dr. A. Mishra presented the brief of FPP contents
and vote of thanks. Also, different academies and officials from the institute were also
present with the 197 participants across the country. 

There was a joint inauguration of Five Days online FDP on CAPACITY BUILDING, held on
14-18 December 2020, Deptt. of Humanities and Social Sciences, NIT Patna. The objective
of the programme is to train and develop professionals in the area of research and
innovative teaching methods. Around 187 participants (out of 203 approved lists)
participated from different parts of the country. There were nine resource persons
[Prof. Rakesh Raman (BHU, Varanasi), Prof. D.M Diwakar (ANSISS, Patna), Prof. Y.M
Deshpande (VNIT, Nagpur), Prof Om Prakash (NIT Patna), Prof. Ramakar Jha (NIT Patna),
Dr. Nalin Bharti (IIT Patna), Dr. Sukanat Naskar (NITTTR, Kolkata), Dr. Sukhdev Singh
(NIT Patna) & Dr. Anupam Das (NIT Patna)] who had delivered on various themes to the
participants during the period. 

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 
Sponsored by AICTE,&ATAL
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NITP
LIBRARY

The central library is an integral part of the exceptional research andThe central library is an integral part of the exceptional research andThe central library is an integral part of the exceptional research and
education mission of the institute and is the pride of NIT Patna. It is theeducation mission of the institute and is the pride of NIT Patna. It is theeducation mission of the institute and is the pride of NIT Patna. It is the
liveliest location on the campus, providing a secure and comfortableliveliest location on the campus, providing a secure and comfortableliveliest location on the campus, providing a secure and comfortable
setting that enables learning and advancement of knowledge andsetting that enables learning and advancement of knowledge andsetting that enables learning and advancement of knowledge and
promotes discovery and scholarship. The central library's objective is topromotes discovery and scholarship. The central library's objective is topromotes discovery and scholarship. The central library's objective is to
enable knowledge development and to provide value-added services byenable knowledge development and to provide value-added services byenable knowledge development and to provide value-added services by
acquiring, organizing and disseminating knowledge resources.acquiring, organizing and disseminating knowledge resources.acquiring, organizing and disseminating knowledge resources.

The Central Library has a collection of 1,50,576 books and other reading materials.The Central Library has a collection of 1,50,576 books and other reading materials.The Central Library has a collection of 1,50,576 books and other reading materials.
The General Section has 79, 294 books, the Reference Section has 426 books, theThe General Section has 79, 294 books, the Reference Section has 426 books, theThe General Section has 79, 294 books, the Reference Section has 426 books, the
General Book Bank Section has 15, 918 books, and the Dr. B.R. Ambedkar SectionGeneral Book Bank Section has 15, 918 books, and the Dr. B.R. Ambedkar SectionGeneral Book Bank Section has 15, 918 books, and the Dr. B.R. Ambedkar Section
has 4, 466 volumes. There are also 44,503 e-books, 4,335 CDs, 1,388 M. Tech.has 4, 466 volumes. There are also 44,503 e-books, 4,335 CDs, 1,388 M. Tech.has 4, 466 volumes. There are also 44,503 e-books, 4,335 CDs, 1,388 M. Tech.
dissertations, 65 Ph.D. theses, 134 complimentary books, and 41 ISER projects.dissertations, 65 Ph.D. theses, 134 complimentary books, and 41 ISER projects.dissertations, 65 Ph.D. theses, 134 complimentary books, and 41 ISER projects.

NIT Patna offers a state-of-the-art Central Library located oppositeNIT Patna offers a state-of-the-art Central Library located oppositeNIT Patna offers a state-of-the-art Central Library located opposite
the administration building, providing students and scholars withthe administration building, providing students and scholars withthe administration building, providing students and scholars with
access to a world of knowledge and information.access to a world of knowledge and information.access to a world of knowledge and information.   
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Institute's Initiative During

Pandemic Times
 

During these difficult times, when the
majority of students are unable to use our
library's offline resources, the management
has taken the effort to equip them with
numerous e- resources.

## The E-resources Section provides access to
numerous e-Journals, including The
Association of Computing Machinery (ACM
Digital Library), American Institute of Physics
(AIP), American Physics Society (APS), ASCE,
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) and The American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (EPW) (MHRD).

## The South Asian Archive and World E-book
Library (SAA) was provided via India's
National Digital Library (NDLI).

## In addition to this, NIT - P is also
subscribing itself to IEEEXplore Digital
Library, Sage: Urban Studies & Planning
Collections, Science Direct, SCOPUS, Society
for Industrial and Applied Mathematics
(SIAM), Taylor & Francis and Wiley Online
Journals.

## The Central Library has also procured
Knimbus to allow its students to access e-
resources remotely. As a result, students can
actively gain access to these journals and make
good use of the lockdown.

When in doubt go to the library. 
~J K Rowling 
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By Publishers :

By Students :

Active Users
(logged-In during
selected period) 

Visits & Logins
(Includes guest
session) 

Cumulative Page Views, 
Searches &
 Downloads

Remote Access based
views &
 Downloads

2,087 1,38,501 1,51,561 1,13,933

Overview :
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MRITUNJOY PRASAD GHOSH (15PH381)
Mrityunjoy’s defence date was set for April 6, 2021. “TUNING THE MICROSTRUCTURAL AND
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF NANOCRYSTALLINE DOPED SPINEL FERRITES” was the title of
his thesis. He was a student of the Physics Department.

Supervisor : DR. SAMRAT
MUKHERJEE

Associate Professor, Dept. Of PHY

NARESH KUMAR (125ME03)
Naresh, Kumar, a faculty in Mechanical Department presented and gained approval for his
thesis titled, “THERMAL ANALYSIS OF ALUMINIUM ALLOY USING FRICTION STIR
WELDING”

 
Supervisor : Prof. PRAKASH

CHANDRA 
Professor, ME , NITP

 

Supervisor :  DR. BIKASH
CHANDRA SAHANA

ECE, NITP
 

RABINDRA KUMAR (125EC02)
Rabindra, Kumar, a faculty in the ECE Department, completed his thesis on STUDY OF HIGH
GAIN SINGLE FEED CIRCULARLY POLARIZED ELLIPTICAL ANTENNA ARRAY
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Supervisor :  Prof.  P K JAIN 
Director, ECE, NITP

 
Supervisor : Prof. A. N. SINHA

ME, NITP

Research Enhancement

Conducting research is a crucial part of developing scientific thought. Research adds
to the body of knowledge and advances our scientific understanding. NIT  Patna has
always fostered research on its campus for this reason. Every year, a large number
of students pursue Ph. D. degrees at this institute. The following Ph.D students were
completed their PhD defence and submitted their thesis in Jan-Jun 2021 semester.



KIRTI KUMAR (155CS07) - Kirti, a Computer Science Department student, submitted a thesis
titled “IDENTIFICATION OF ONLINE HARASSMENT ON SOCIAL MEDIA USING SOFT
COMPUTING TECHNIQUES,” which she defended on March 18, 2021.

Research Enhancement

Under the Supervision of 
Dr. J.P.SINGH

Assistant Professor ,CSE, NITP

SATISH KUMAR CHAUDHARY (165CE08) - Satish, from the Civil Engineering Branch, had his
defence scheduled on February 12, 2021. He had submitted his thesis on the topic,
“INVESTIGATING THE EFFECT OF BINARY AND TERNARY BLENDING ON CONCRETE
STRENGTH AND DURABILITY.”
SHARAD SINGH (145CE231) - Sharad's ( from the Civil Engineering Branch) defence date was
set on March 8, 2021. His thesis was titled “DEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATIVE MODELS FOR
VISCO-FRICTION DAMPING” and he had presented it successfully.

Under the Supervision of 
Dr. ABHISHEK SINGH

Assistant Professor , ME, NITP

Under the Supervision of 
Prof. A K SINHA

Professor , CE, NITP

NITISH KUMAR (155ME12) - Nitish, a Mechanical Engineering Department student, had his
defence scheduled for February 15, 2021. “FABRICATION AND MECHANICAL
CHARACTERIZATION OF NATURAL FIBER REINFORCED POLYMER COMPOSITES,” was the
title of his thesis.

MONA RATNESH (155HS01) - Mona, a student in the Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS)
Department, completed a thesis titled “ANTECEDENTS AND CONSEQUENCES OF WORK LIFE
BALANCE: A STUDY ON WOMEN EMPLOYEES OF PRIVATE SECTOR BANKS IN BIHAR,” which
she defended on March 12, 2021.

Under the Supervision of 
Dr. A R SINHA

Associate Professor , HSS, NITP
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BIMAL KUMAR (135CE03) - Bimal's defence date from the Civil Engineering Branch was March
24, 2021. His thesis was titled "EFFECT OF NANOMATERIALS ON STRENGTH AND DURABILITY
CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH VOLUME FLY ASH PAVEMENT QUALITY CONCRETE."
HILLOL CHAKRAVARTY (14CE241) - Hillol, another Civil Engineering Department student, had
his defence scheduled for March 25, 2021. He had delivered his thesis on the topic “APPLICATION
OF NANOTECHNOLOGY FOR MOISTURE DAMAGE PREVENTION OF FLEXIBLE PAVEMENTS.”

AFZAL HUSSAIN SHAHID (155CS12) - He was a student from the Computer Science Department
wrote a thesis named "COMPUTATIONAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES FOR DIAGNOSIS AND
PROGNOSIS OF DISEASES AND ITS SEVERITY." On December 30, 2020, he delivered his defense.
BISHWAJIT ROY (155C14) - Bishwajit was also a student in the Department of Computer Science. On
January 5, 2021, he delivered his defense. His thesis was titled "MACHINE LEARNING FOR
RAINFALL-RUNOFF MODELING USING OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES."

Under the Supervision of 
Dr. M P SINGH

Associate Professor , CSE, NITP

RAKESH KUMAR DONTHI (155CS11) - A thesis named "ONTOLOGY BASAD KNOWLEDGE
SYSTEM OF SENTIMENT ANALYSIS FOR INDIAN RAILWAYS TWEETS" completed by Rakesh,
a student in the Department of Computer science, whose defence was presented on 15 January
2021.

Under the Supervision of 
Dr. MD. T U HAIDER

Associate Professor , CSE, NITP

Under the Supervision of 
Prof. A R QUAFF

Associate Professor , CE, NITP

SAURABH KUMAR (15CE311) - Sourabh, from the Civil Engineering Branch, had his
defense scheduled on February 2, 2021. He had submitted his thesis at the topic,
“COMPLETE TREATMENT OF DOMESTIC WASTEWATER USING UASBR-
CLARIFLOCCULATOR INTEGRATED SYSTEM”

Under the Supervision of 
Prof. SANJEEV SINHA

Professor , CE, NITP

Under the Supervision of 
Dr. RAJESH KR. SINHA

Assistant Professor , MA, NITP

BINOD KUMAR (155MA01) - Binod's defense date was set for March 24, 2021.
“ELECTROPHORESIS OF COLLIDS AND ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW THROUGH NARROW
CONFINEMENTS” was the title of his thesis. He was a student of the Mathematics
Department.

Under the Supervision of 
Prof. Sitaram Sharma

Professor , Chem. Dept. , NITP

MAHESH KUMAR MISHRA (145CH01) - Mahesh, a Chemistry Department student, defended
his thesis titled "SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SOME NOVEL -LACTAMS AND
HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS" on January 19, 2021.
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DIPAK KUMAR SINGH (155EC08)-Dipak, a student in the ECE Department, completed his
thesis titled "DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF NANOSCALE TRANSISTORS WITH
NONUNIFORM DOPING PROFILE." 

Pankaj, an ECE Department student, wrote his thesis on “MULTICONTROLLABLE
METASURFACES WITH PIXELATED META-ATOMS FOR CONTROLLING TERAHERTZ
RADIATION.”

Under the Supervision of 
Dr. BABOO RAI

Associate Professor , CE, NITP

RAHUL BISWAS (165CE15)-Rahul, from Civil Engineering Department, submitted a thesis
titled “EVALUATION OF SILICA FUME EFFICIENCY ON HIGH STRENGTH CONCRETE
THROUGH DESTRUCTIVE AND NON DESTRUCTIVE TESTING.”

Under the Supervision of 
Dr. BAL CHAND NAGAR

Assistant Professor , ECE, NITP

ABHINAV KUMAR (165CS03) - Abhinav, a student in the CSE Department, completed his
thesis on “DEEP LEARNING FOR DISASTER RELATED EVENT CLASSIFICATION AND
LOCATION PREDICTIONS FROM SOCIAL MEDIA.”

Under the Supervision of 
Dr. J.P.SINGH

Assistant Professor ,CSE, NITP

Under the Supervision of 
Prof. PRADIP KUMAR JAIN

Director , ECE, NITP

MANISH KUMAR (16CE704) - Manish, a student in the Civil Engineering Department,
submitted his thesis titled "RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF PILE FOUNDATION."

Under the Supervision of 
Dr. PIJUSH SAMUI

Associate Professor , CE, NITP

PINTU KUMAR (155EC03)-He presented and received approval for a thesis titled
"EFFICIENT DESIGN OF HYBRID PLASMONIC WAVEGUIDES FOR HIGH PHOTONIC
INTEGRATION."

KAUSHAL KUMAR (165EC12)-Kaushal, an ECE Department student, presented and gained
approval for his thesis, “EFFICIENT TECHNIQUES AND HARDWARE ARCHITECTURES
FOR REAL-TIME PEDESTRIAN DETECTION SYSTEM”

Under the Supervision of 
Dr. RAKESH RANJAN

Assistant Professor , ECE, NITP

Under the Supervision of 
Dr. RITESH KUMAR MISHRA
Associate Professor , ECE, NITP

Ph.D students who submitted their thesis in Jan-Jun
2021 Semester
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Speakers/Resource
persons from NITP

Dr. Amitesh Kumar delivered an Invited talk at
Malaviya National Institute of Technology (NIT) Jaipur
on 17th Feb 2021 on the theme of “Thin-Film Next
Generation Solar Cells”. He was also an expert speaker
at Indian Institute of Information Technology (IIIT)
Bhagalpur in a workshop on Electric Vehicles. Besides,
he delivered an invited talk at Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) Patna on the theme of Next-
generation semiconductor devices. He was invited for
a talk at National Institute of Technology (NIT)
Karnataka Surathkal, India for discussion on
Memristor for neuromorphic applications.

Dr J. P. Singh delivered an Invited talk on “Deep
Learning with MATLAB” at National Engineering
College, Kovilpatti on 13th Nov 2020. He was also
an expert invited speaker at Central Institute of
Technology Kokrajhar, Mahabaleswarappa
Engineering College Ballari, Sikkim Manipal
Institute of Technology, Institute of Engineering
and Management Kolkata, LNJP Institute of
Technology Chhapra for various topics on Deep
learning and Neural Networks. He also delivered
a talk on “Introduction to neural network and
deep learning” at IIIT Dharwar on 20th Jan 2021.
He was an expert speaker at NIT Patna and NIT
Mizoram on the topics of Machine Learning and
Data Sciences respectively.

Dr. J. P. Singh
Assitant Professor , CSE

Dr. Amitesh kumar
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 Dr. Om Ji Shukla Assistant Professor Department of Mechanical
Engineering   Delivered an expert talk on “Simulink: a simulation
tool box of MATLAB” on 24th February, 2021 in the five days online
Faculty Development Program (FDP) sponsored by TEQIP-III RTU,
Kota on topic “ Matlab and Its Applications” organized by Shree
Digamber Institute of Technology, Dausa (Raj.) from 22nd – 26th
February, 2021.

Dr.Ashish Kumar Bandari has delivered a speech on on Medical
Image Enhancement and Segmentation in AICTE Sponsored One
Week Online Short Term Training Program (STTP) Phase-II “
Medical Image Processing & It’s Applications in Automated Disease
Detection ”Organized by Department of Electronics and
Communication Engineering St. Martin’s Engineering College,
Dhulapally, Secunderabad, T.S, India during 20th May to 26th
May 2021.

Dr.Ashish Kumar Bandari 

Dr. Bhaskar Mondal 

Speakers/Resource
persons from NITP

Assistant Professor, ECE

Webinar: "Cyber Attacks and Crime in Online Banking”,
at Webinar on Curbing Cybercrime and Develop an
Ecosystem for Cyber Security; organized by Shri Krishna
University, Chhatarpur on 15 March 2021
Session Talk: "Lightweight Encryption Techniques for
Cyber-Physical System ", Challenges and Applications of
Cyber-Physical Systems phase-III from 21-28th Dec
2020, Dept. of CSE, School of Engineering and
Technology, GIET University, Gunupur, Orisha, India
(24/12/2020)
Keynote Speaker: International Conference on Data
Analytics, Intelligent Systems and Information Security
(ICDIIS ’20) during 11th & 12th December 2020.
Session Chair: International Conference on Machine
Vision & Augmented Intelligence (MAI - 2021), IIITDM,
12/02/2021

Dr. Bhaskar Mondal Assistant Professor has delivered 

Assistant Professor, CSE

Dr. Om Ji SHukla 
Assistant Professor, ME
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We take great pride in letting you know that
our very own faculty member Dr. Amit Kumar
Singh, Assistant Professor, Department of
Computer Science & Engineering, recognized as
"WORLD RANKING OF TOP 2% SCIENTISTS" in
the area of “Biomedical Research" (for the Year
2019), according to the survey given by
Stanford University, USA. The database has just
been published in one of the highly-rated
journals PLOS Biology on 16th October 2020.
Dr.Amit Kumar Singh has also received the
prestigious “BEST RESEARCHER AWARD” in the
computer science category (for year 2021)
given by the universal innovators
awards(UILA). Dr. Amit completed his PhD-
Department of Computer engineering at NIT
Kurukshetra, M.Tech. from Department of
Computer Sc. & Engineering, Jaypee University
of Information Technology Waknaghat, Solan.
B.Tech.- Department of Computer Sci. &
Engineering, IET Purvanchal University Jaunpur.
He has been teaching image processing
techniques, web applications engineering, and
computer networks in our esteemed institute.
Sir has been guiding the students of NIT PATNA
with his outmost patience and dedication.

In Computer Science category, Given by
Universal Innovators Leadership Awards
(UILA) .

BEST RESEARCHER
AWARD 

Dr. Amit Kumar Singh
Assistant professor Department of

Computer Science and Engineering,
NITP

NITP FACULTY BAGGED NITP FACULTY BAGGED 
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NIT Patna Student Activity and Sports(SAS)
section provided a Comprehensive full family
home workout plan ABCDE ( Any Body Can
Do Exercise).

Zero to Hero Workout @ Home 1.0 Lower body
Workout
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=CiycaMUpLPQ 
Zero to Hero Workout @ Home 2.0 Abdominal
Muscles Workout

Zero to Hero Workout @ Home 3.0 Upper body
Workout

5 Steps to Start Running

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukz2-
Zggk7c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=eZXTVZcihHE
6 days Workout plan (2 days in a week/ each
workout plan)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=yWtRH0tLIqE

STUDENTS ACTIVITY
& SPORTS SECTION

NITP
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The COVID-19 pandemic has caused
significant disruptions in our lives.
Pandemic means that many of us are
staying at home and sitting down
more than we usually do. It’s hard for
a lot of us to do the sort of exercise we
normally do. It’s even harder for
people who don’t usually do a lot of
physical exercise. But at a time like
this, it’s very important for people of
all ages and abilities to be as active as
possible. WHO’s Be Active campaign
aims to help you do just that - and to
have some fun at the same time which
promote home workout and family
wellness. Regular physical activity can
help give our days a routine.Hence, it
can be a great tool for improving
family bonding and wellness. It’s also
good for our mental health - reducing
the risk of depression, cognitive
declineand delay the onset of
dementia - and improve overall
feelingsTo boost immunity, Student
activity & sports section provides a
comprehensive full family home
Workout plan – A humble initiative
started during these unprecedented
times of a global pandemic. This
unique plan has been designed with
ease, effectiveness and maximum
efficacy in mind for students, staffs
and their family . 
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Harshit Manocha is one of the
most amazing Instagram content
creators, an IIT Bombay
Graduate, who has successfully
turned his artwork into a
commercial success. He had quit
his corporate job and has opened
up a franchise of cafes named
safe space studios to promote art
and culture among fellow artists
and intellectuals. 

Mohit Sharma is an alumnus of NIT
Patna who has been a young
student entrepreneur from his
second year of undergraduate
degree. His business along with
Md. Shakir Jamil, Onibus, took off
in the following years and now has
a steady profit. He had been
chosen as a speaker in this even to
give voices to the young and
dynamic innovators in college and
to also spark off a trend for new
ideas  which are being turned to
reality. 

XX
N I T  P a t n a

= Independently organized TED eventXX
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India's 1st Conscious Music Artist and
Transformational coach Jeena is an
International composer, music producer,
singer, songwriter for Conscious Music. She
is the inventor of the life-transformation
technology. She is the 1st to use live sound
Design with applied mental space
psychology and also the 1st to be
represented at NLP Conference India foe her
Conscious Music Work with New Code NLP

Aasif Khan is an Indian actor, known
for his works in web series and films.
He is recognised for his notable
performances in India's Most Wanted,
Jamtara, aatal Lok, Mirzapur,
Panchayat and Humorously Yours 2.
Khan has lived some exceptional
charachters in his acts that include
Ganesh Groom, Anad Ahmad, Babar
Khan, Chintu, to mention a few. 

Kevin Missal is a 22 year old graduate of St.
Stephen's college. He h ad released the  Kalki
Trilogy in 2017 which had garnered critical
phrase from the likes of Millennium Post,
Sunday Guardian who termed it as "2017's
mythological phenomenon" And was a National
Bestseller and was on bestselling charts of
Asian Age, Hindustan Times. 
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AIR 311

 The institute transformed me into the best version of myself.
Throughout my journey in the institute, I met a variety of people  all
have some or the other time been a source of learning and inspiration
for me.  Of course being attentive to the class lectures by our
knowledgeable professors have been a key to securing such rank in the
prestigious exam. The institute taught me everything from managing
my time to utilize available resources in the most efficient way. 

I would like to thank my college for all the support that i needed during
preparation. a well equipped library, experienced faculty members and a
great environment in hostel helped me a lot during preparation.along with
this, the college helped me in practical understanding of the concepts
through workshop and technical clubs like sae nitp.these clubs also helped me
a lot during job interviews and placement.overall these four years of my
college life helped me shape my career along with a bunch of great friends
and memories.

 When I came here then I am very happy and excited to see very well
function lab , excellent library and experienced faculty. My college
course structure matched almost with GATE syllabus which help me lot
for preparation. I specially thanks to ANINDYA MALAS sir and ANAND
BHUSHAN sir who taught very fantastically which increased my interest
to know practical application of MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. My three
year in college (due to covid) full of fun and mistake help me lot to
increase my ability. I got good friends , experience and job in NIT PATNA
which every student want.

My College Provide me every opportunitie for an all-rounder development.
An excellent Library facility, experienced faculty members and a well
maintained hostel Facility helped me a lot in my inspiration. College also
provides you enormous placement opportunities so that you do not have to
worry about your future. Overall I want to say that along with my hard
work and preparation, NIT PATNA offered me complete support in my
preparation which is necessary if you want to ace these types of
competitive examination. 

CONGRATS
GATE 2021 TOPPERS OF NIT PATNA

AIR 247

YOU ARE AMAZING! 

AIR 

AIR 180

Yatish Naman Asthana R. No. – 1705003

Aditya Prakash R. No. – 1609006

Ankit Kumar R. No. – 1701006

Chandan Kumar R. No. – 1701096

GATE, AP

GATE,
 Mathematics

GATE, ME 

GATE, ME

HARD WORK HAS OFFICIALLY PAID OFF! 
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I am Komal Pandey and I got placed in
Microsoft. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all the teachers of
CSE Department. The teachers helped me a
lot to learn new skills and also kept us
updated about any new technologies. It is
because of them that I figured out my
interest and got the right path to achieve
it. My college experience was extremely
thrilling with full of entertainment,
mistakes and experiences and most
importantly it taught me about who I am
and what my abilities are. 

I am Ankit Kumar (Roll no.-1706135)
currently placed in amazon. NIT PATNA 
 never fails to provide students with
everything that they can expect from
college, with limited resources that it
has. One thing for which NITP deserves
extra praise is, it's care for students in
Covid situation. And how they made sure
that amid this global crisis best
knowledge and educational resources are
provided to the students. College also
deserves all the accolades for making
sure that the students get ample
opportunities for getting placed in the
best companies in the industry.

Feedback From Placed Students
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I am Divyanshu Srivastava (roll noo.-1701070) . I have been placed in
VEDANTA Limited. NITP has been a place where I got the
opportunity to explore myself in various fields. As a Mechanical
Engineer, practical knowledge becomes very important along with
the theoretical knowledge. Regarding practical exposure, I would
like to thank all the technical assistants of the workshop. I would
also like to thank Anindya Malas sir who taught us so magnificently
that I developed a keen interest in a particular subject.  Being part
of ISIE NITP SRA helped me a lot during my job interview.

I am Vaishnavi Jha(Roll No.-1706040). I got placed in ADOBE . Wherever
we go, whoever we meet, we take a little of each other. In my 4 years of
Btech I learnt a lot from the faculties ,seniors and friends  at NIT
PATNA.The entire Computer science faculty of NIT PATNA has brought
me from grass to grace and from nothing to something. I cannot thank
Dr Samrat Mukherjee enough  for his noticeable patience he kept
throughout our placement process and the way he dealt with my queries
I spent the whole tenure of internship in college hostel itself during
lockdown and I remember how well we were taken care of with all the
amenities provided to us room to room.

I am Deeksha Sharma (roll no.- 1702029) currently placed in ALSTOM.
Being in NIT Patna was like a roller coaster ride, full of ups and downs but
overall it was a great learning experience.  Good teaching faculties, better
laboratories, good hostel facilities, a library with all sorts of books
available, 24×7 Wi-Fi access and above that being on the banks of river
Ganga gives us a peaceful study environment.  My special thanks go to Dr.
M Senthil Kumar who has constantly supported and guided me. Everyone 
 made me question my decision of sitting only for one company’s
placement i.e. Alstom and not going for non-core companies with higher
packages. We should always do what we find interest in rather than being
a sheep in the flock

 I am Sawan Kumar Maurya (Roll no. 1703084) Student of Civil
engineering Department (2k17 Batch), NIT Patna. I got Placed in
L&T construction, it’s like a dream come true, As L&T
construction is my dream company since start of my college. I
would like to thank my college NIT Patna, it provided me immense
opportunity in my all -round development. Experienced faculty
members, Good hostel facility, Excellent Library and Laboratories
helped me lot in gaining Knowledge. I would also like to thank
Training and Placement cell of my college, which provides me
opportunity to get placed even in these tough times. 
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Hi, I am Shambhavi. I recently got placed at Salesforce,
Associate MTS profile. On my first day, I recall missing
my friends, being upset about not getting into an IIT,
being afraid of ragging, and feeling insecure as an
introvert. However, the truth turned out to be very
different. My department's professors were very
supportive. I'd like to express my gratitude to Akshay
Deepak sir for always believing in me and encouraging
me to do my best.  Under his  supervision, I worked on
both my minor and major projects.  I had ample leeway to
experiment with the codes I wished. I learned a lot,
which enabled me to seize this opportunity.

 My name is Pranjal Kumar Gupta (Roll No.- 1702092). I
am pursuing B.Tech in Electrical Engineering.
Currently, I have been placed in TCS Innovation Labs.
Being from core background it is bit difficult to prepare
for CS IT companies as we have to manage our core
studies as well but with an excellent library facility ,
experienced teachers, and a student friendly
curriculum offered by NIT PATNA helped me a lot in
preparation.

I am Vishal Shanker  Singh (roll no.-1703026) . Got placed
in 314e corporation. Getting Civil Engineering as a branch
was destiny and not completely my decision but once I got
into it, it felt like this was one of the most interesting and
evergreen branches of engineering and this was all possible
due to the amazing faculty in our department. Among so
many great teachers, Dr. Pijush Samui’s teaching style had
the greatest impression on me. The library had vast
collection of books and even if one Could not find a book
there, we were provided with online platforms where we
could access e-books as well. All these factors together
made up for an amazing college life that I will remember
for all my life.
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STUDENT
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ROBOTICS CLUB, NITP, A CLUB THAT STRIVES TO PROVIDE

ROBOTICS CLUB, NITP, A CLUB THAT STRIVES TO PROVIDE

ROBOTICS CLUB, NITP, A CLUB THAT STRIVES TO PROVIDE

TECHNICAL ENHANCEMENT IN OUR SOCIETY. OUR CLUB NOT

TECHNICAL ENHANCEMENT IN OUR SOCIETY. OUR CLUB NOT

TECHNICAL ENHANCEMENT IN OUR SOCIETY. OUR CLUB NOT

ONLONLONLY AIMS FOR BUILDING &AME; DESIGNING BOTS OR OTHER

Y AIMS FOR BUILDING &AME; DESIGNING BOTS OR OTHER

Y AIMS FOR BUILDING &AME; DESIGNING BOTS OR OTHER

AUTONOMOUSLY OPERATING MACHINES, BUT 

AUTONOMOUSLY OPERATING MACHINES, BUT 

AUTONOMOUSLY OPERATING MACHINES, BUT ALSOALSOALSO

PREPARES ITS TEAM MEMBERS TO GROW INTO THE

PREPARES ITS TEAM MEMBERS TO GROW INTO THE

PREPARES ITS TEAM MEMBERS TO GROW INTO THE

TECHNICAL-MINDED AND ACCOMPLISHED PERSON AND THIS

TECHNICAL-MINDED AND ACCOMPLISHED PERSON AND THIS

TECHNICAL-MINDED AND ACCOMPLISHED PERSON AND THIS

IS EVIDENT FROM THE FACT THAT WE HAVE MEMBERS

IS EVIDENT FROM THE FACT THAT WE HAVE MEMBERS

IS EVIDENT FROM THE FACT THAT WE HAVE MEMBERS

RANGING FROM MASTER CODERS, HARDWARE DEVELOPERS,

RANGING FROM MASTER CODERS, HARDWARE DEVELOPERS,

RANGING FROM MASTER CODERS, HARDWARE DEVELOPERS,

ASTONISHING 
ASTONISHING 
ASTONISHING DESIGNERS, AND OTHER TECHNOLOGY

DESIGNERS, AND OTHER TECHNOLOGY

DESIGNERS, AND OTHER TECHNOLOGY

ENTHUSIASTS. BE IT IN THE HARDWARE FIELD OR

ENTHUSIASTS. BE IT IN THE HARDWARE FIELD OR

ENTHUSIASTS. BE IT IN THE HARDWARE FIELD OR

SOFTWARE, WE MEMBERS ACE IT ALL. OUR EVENTS IN THE

SOFTWARE, WE MEMBERS ACE IT ALL. OUR EVENTS IN THE

SOFTWARE, WE MEMBERS ACE IT ALL. OUR EVENTS IN THE

TECHNO-CULTURAL FESTS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN AN 

TECHNO-CULTURAL FESTS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN AN 

TECHNO-CULTURAL FESTS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN AN EYEEYEEYE

TREAT TOTREAT TOTREAT TO WATCH AND THIS YEAR'S LOCKDOWN ALSO COULD

 WATCH AND THIS YEAR'S LOCKDOWN ALSO COULD

 WATCH AND THIS YEAR'S LOCKDOWN ALSO COULD

NOT FORCE US TO LIMIT OUR CAPABILITIES, AS WE

NOT FORCE US TO LIMIT OUR CAPABILITIES, AS WE

NOT FORCE US TO LIMIT OUR CAPABILITIES, AS WE

SUCCESSFULLY CONDUCTED A HUGE TECHNICAL EVENT

SUCCESSFULLY CONDUCTED A HUGE TECHNICAL EVENT

SUCCESSFULLY CONDUCTED A HUGE TECHNICAL EVENT

CALLED ABHIYUTHHAN.
CALLED ABHIYUTHHAN.
CALLED ABHIYUTHHAN.
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Participants had to pass through 3 gateways to be
called the winners, first, one being an adventurous
quiz round, the second being a heart-thumping audio-
visual round, and the final one where they had to
present their thoughts as a presentation on some of
the technical topics going on today.
300+ Plus teams participated.

A complete fun event where the students had to
decode the hints of technical questions and clear all
the rounds, which ultimately lead them to triumph.
Apart from this, earlier we used to have huge
technical events when colleges were open and no
lockdown or Corona was there. Let's have a glimpse of
them.

A mega event of 4 subevents, stimulated interest in
the participants for the Robotics field and club. This
event's sole aim was to give a fun break to students
from these disturbing situations and academic
overloads in the most technical way possible.

50+ Plus teams participated..

The teams had to design circuits on online simulation
software and prove their worth &amp; skills. Selected
participants competed with each other for another
round where they had to build circuits on Multisim.

300+ Plus teams participated.

Participants had to do hardcore coding on an online
platform to be the winner, which
somewhere drove interest in coding in them.

EVENTSEVENTSEVENTS
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“CONTROL-O-BOT”, AN AUTOMATED ROBOT THAT CAN
TRAVERSE ANY GIVEN PATH USING THE SHORTEST ROUTE AND
ALSO CHECK FOR SOCIAL DISTANCING & OTHER COVID-19
PROTOCOLS DURING ITS MOVEMENTS, SEND THE LIVE DATA TO
THE CONTROL ROOM, BROADCAST AUTHORITY MESSAGE, AND
SANITISE THE AREA AFTER THE CROWD CLEARS HAS BEEN
DESIGNED BY THE STUDENTS OF THE STUDENT BRANCH IN
COLLABORATION WITH RESEARCHERS FROM THE MARYLAND
UNIVERSITY, USA AND UNDER THE MENTORSHIP OF DR. A.
GHOSH AND PROF. GAGANDEEP MEENA.
IT WAS MADE THROUGH THE ONLINE ROBOTIC SIMULATION ON
WEBOTS SOFTWARE AND IMPLEMENTING SHORTEST PATH
ALGORITHMS USING OPENCV AND PYTHON.

A HIGHLY CURATED SPECIAL SECTION CONTAINING
COVID-RELATED RESOURCES, PRECAUTIONARY
STEPS, AND OTHER INFORMATION HAS BEEN
DISPLAYED IN THE ANNUAL STUDENT BRANCH
MAGAZINE PLUGGED 2.0-CONNECTING TECH. THE
TOPICS INCLUDED WERE:
COVAXIN VS. COVISHIELD; VACCINATING THE
WORLD, THE SIX-MINUTE WALK TEST, PRANAYAMA:
MAKE
LUNGS HEALTHY, COVID RESOURCES, TWITTER HELP
ETC.P
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Round The Wheel's 21 :

SAE India NITP 
 

Round The wheels is an annual fun event
conducted by SAE NITP in the month of
January, it consists of the most exciting
quizzes where students can test their
automotive and aptitude skills by competing
against each other. The winners got a prize
money of ₹  1100

To relieve NITPians from the end-sem stress SAE NITP conducted
the most exciting treasure hunt in the history of NITP in April.
The event was divided into two rounds, first was scavenger hunt
in which approximately 35+ teams participated from which only
10 teams qualified for the final stretch. Teams were given a
single track with five sub tracks which were quite absorbing and
arduous; but Ankit Kumar's (2k20 batch) Team Random
managed to win the event Del Tesoro single handedly and also
bagged prize money of ₹1111/-.

In the month of February SAE NITP
conducted its annual Induction of freshers
and sophomores for the two major SAE
events i.e SUPRA '22 and ADC'22, It
consisted of multiple rounds of evaluation
with rigorous testing and personal
interview.

Events of year 2021

DEI TESRO :

SAE induction '21:
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Author and business tycoon Mr. Rakesh kaul whose two
books 'The last queen of kashmir' and 'Dawn the princess
warrior' had become best sellers joined live from new
Jersey on 27 March 5 PM ist.
He gave a talk with the subject theme, ‘Out of India The
Wonder of Story Telling.’ The talk was of interest to those
who have an interest in Literature, history, Science
Fiction,Feminism and those who have an interest in
wanting to become more creative and innovative in their
daily lives
These were the themes which his two novels had
provided ground breaking, authentic Indic rooted
experiences which foster chamatkara.

 Expresso event : Out of India :

the art of story telling by Mr.

Rakesh Kaul

Music is the universal language of mankind.
~Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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In the month of April, 2021, NATVANSH - Drama and Film Club of NIT - Patna
held its inaugural edition of "Kavya Samar, A Poetic Event." The competition was

entirely conducted online, making extensive use of social media handles to
highlight students' hidden talents. 

The competition was not only open to NITP students, but it was also open to every student
in this country. As a result, students from every College were welcome to participate,

regardless of their batch or degree. Students from several colleges, including BITS Pilani,
Banaras Hindu University (BHU), Vellore Institute of Technology (VIT), and others, as well

as students from NIT  Patna, participated in this event.  

Participants submitted their poems to the Natvansh Team in the form of videos,
which were then put on the club's social media handle. There were no language

barriers imposed. The criteria for judging were based on 40 percent on the
amount of engagement on the post and 60 percent on the judges designated by

the Club. 

The results were announced on April 24, 2021. The first prize was won by Nitish
Nirala of Nalanda Open University. VIT's Aditya Mishra and NIT Patna's Murali

Sariki bagged second and third, respectively. Amish Tripathi's exclusive
collection of SHIVA TRILOGY was given to the winner of first place. Certificates

were given to each of the three winners. 

Prior to this event, on March 23, 2021, the club organized a poetical evening with
GEET CHATURVEDI SIR, a Hindi poet, short storey author, and novelist. The club

has also been active on its YouTube channel, posting numerous videos about
Covid - 19 and vaccinations in order to raise awareness. 

POETRY IS NOTHING BUT LIKE AN EMOTION THAT IS FULL OF
THOUGHTS AND FURTHER THESE THOUGHTS ARE MEANT TO BE
FULL OF WORDS. 
                                                     ~ ROBERT FROST 

Kavya
Samar

Key achievement of Drama & Film club of NIT Patna

 
We got a golden opportunity to organise an event named
LOK CHETNA YATRA of Mr. Geet Chaturvedi sir, who is the

winner of Bharat Bhushan Agarwal award for poetry in
2007 and Krishna Pratap Award for fiction writing in 2014.

                                                     20TH APRIL, 2021 

NITP Alumnus, Anant Raj Singh from (2k13
batch) got selected in FTTI i.e., Film and

Television Institute of India, Pune. 
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India, is the  home of many globally popular games like Chess, Ludo, Snakes
and Ladders etc.. Under the ‘AatmaNirbhar Bharat Abhiyan’ initiated by our
Hon’ble Prime Minister, Shri. Narendra Modi, Toycathon-2021 is conceived to
challenge India’s innovative minds to conceptualize novel Toy and Games
based on Bharatiya civilization, history, culture, mythology and ethos.
 Toycathon 2021 is an inter-ministerial initiative organized by Ministry of
Education’s Innovation Cell with support from All India Council for Technical
Education, Ministry of Women and Child Development, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry, Ministry of MSME, Ministry of Textiles and Ministry
of Information and Broadcasting. NIT Patna had successfully hosted the
event with great cooperation from the organizing team, participants and
evaluators. The mentoring and evaluation round completed every day well
within the time. Our Director Prof P K Jain guided the organizing team from
the inception of the program till its completion. His inaugural speech was
very motivating towards the team participants. Prof. Prakash Chandra was
nominated SPOC from NIT Patna. Dr. Bharat Gupta, the technical
coordinator managed the mentoring and evaluation work with the help of
Dr. Santosh and Ritesh. Dr Prabhat Kumar had provided the IT facility very
well and Dr. Samrat Mukherjee and Dr. Rajib Mandal looked after the media
and press release part. Dr. Akhsay Deepak helped in uploading the
documents on institute website and helped in other digital work. Two
faculty from CSE, namely Dr. Ditipriya Sinha and Dr. Kakali Chatterjee were
selected as evaluators, who were allotted responsibility of other nodal
centers.
 Five teams namely Team Amigos, Team Sankalp, Team Arogya, Team
Chaukash and Team Phonix make to the Power Judging Round and one team
namely “Team Amigos” declared one of the winners. Honourable Prime
Minister interacted with seven teams on 24th June 2021 and encouraged
them. Out of seven teams whom PM interacted, one team namely Team
Arogya was onboarded at NIT Patna nodal centre. Raman Kumar Singh, one
member of the team is our alumni.

TOYCATHON
22-24th June, 2021
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~ Urvashi Kashyap (2004066) 
ECE Branch (B. Tech.) 

 

1. Shreyashi Kumari (1904141)1. Shreyashi Kumari (1904141)1. Shreyashi Kumari (1904141)      - Shreyashi, a co-chairperson of IEEE SB NIT - P,- Shreyashi, a co-chairperson of IEEE SB NIT - P,- Shreyashi, a co-chairperson of IEEE SB NIT - P,
has been chosen as a beneficiary of the Generation Google Scholarship 2021.has been chosen as a beneficiary of the Generation Google Scholarship 2021.has been chosen as a beneficiary of the Generation Google Scholarship 2021.
(formerly known as the Women Techmakers Scholarship). According to her, the(formerly known as the Women Techmakers Scholarship). According to her, the(formerly known as the Women Techmakers Scholarship). According to her, the
journey began with a detailed application process, followed by the Googlejourney began with a detailed application process, followed by the Googlejourney began with a detailed application process, followed by the Google
Online Challenge Round, and ended with an interview round with a GooglerOnline Challenge Round, and ended with an interview round with a GooglerOnline Challenge Round, and ended with an interview round with a Googler
which was an really insightful one.which was an really insightful one.which was an really insightful one.

Optimistic Outlook of COVID-19
 COVID-19 has created a lot of distress in our lives.The spread of Corona virus COVID-19 has created a lot of distress in our lives.The spread of Corona virus COVID-19 has created a lot of distress in our lives.The spread of Corona virus    

causes a lot of respiratory infections such as cough, fever,loss of taste and smell,fatiguecauses a lot of respiratory infections such as cough, fever,loss of taste and smell,fatiguecauses a lot of respiratory infections such as cough, fever,loss of taste and smell,fatigue
etc.As the days are passing by number of people dying of this pandemic is increasing. Inetc.As the days are passing by number of people dying of this pandemic is increasing. Inetc.As the days are passing by number of people dying of this pandemic is increasing. In
spite of these negative aspects of Corona virus crises that world is facing today,it hasspite of these negative aspects of Corona virus crises that world is facing today,it hasspite of these negative aspects of Corona virus crises that world is facing today,it has
brought some positive impact on the natural environment. brought some positive impact on the natural environment. brought some positive impact on the natural environment.    

After the outbreak of COVID-19,many countries across the world locked down theirAfter the outbreak of COVID-19,many countries across the world locked down theirAfter the outbreak of COVID-19,many countries across the world locked down their
cities,shut down their industries and asked their citizens to maintain a social distancecities,shut down their industries and asked their citizens to maintain a social distancecities,shut down their industries and asked their citizens to maintain a social distance
for the sake of least spread of virus.This brought a high drop in Air pollution, Globalfor the sake of least spread of virus.This brought a high drop in Air pollution, Globalfor the sake of least spread of virus.This brought a high drop in Air pollution, Global
warming,Marine population which had positively affected the environment,vegetation,warming,Marine population which had positively affected the environment,vegetation,warming,Marine population which had positively affected the environment,vegetation,
animals and marine life etc. Just after two weeks of lockdown, scientists across theanimals and marine life etc. Just after two weeks of lockdown, scientists across theanimals and marine life etc. Just after two weeks of lockdown, scientists across the
world observed a decrease in emission of gases creating air pollution. Due to decreaseworld observed a decrease in emission of gases creating air pollution. Due to decreaseworld observed a decrease in emission of gases creating air pollution. Due to decrease
of transportation and shutting of industries an emission drop of 40 % in Nitrogen oxide,of transportation and shutting of industries an emission drop of 40 % in Nitrogen oxide,of transportation and shutting of industries an emission drop of 40 % in Nitrogen oxide,
25 % of Carbon dioxide and 10 % drop in emission of most dangerous particulate matter25 % of Carbon dioxide and 10 % drop in emission of most dangerous particulate matter25 % of Carbon dioxide and 10 % drop in emission of most dangerous particulate matter
known as PM2.5 was observed by NASA scientists.This led to increase in the known as PM2.5 was observed by NASA scientists.This led to increase in the known as PM2.5 was observed by NASA scientists.This led to increase in the    
concentration of Ozone in atmosphere which is responsible for least globalconcentration of Ozone in atmosphere which is responsible for least globalconcentration of Ozone in atmosphere which is responsible for least global
warming.Continuous lockdown around the world has given on to decrease of 5oC globalwarming.Continuous lockdown around the world has given on to decrease of 5oC globalwarming.Continuous lockdown around the world has given on to decrease of 5oC global
temperature. temperature. temperature.    

Apart from quality of air,there is an improvement in water quality too. Due to stoppageApart from quality of air,there is an improvement in water quality too. Due to stoppageApart from quality of air,there is an improvement in water quality too. Due to stoppage
in discharge of industries wastage into the river water,the water quality has beenin discharge of industries wastage into the river water,the water quality has beenin discharge of industries wastage into the river water,the water quality has been
improved a lot.The holy rivers of India like Ganga and Yamuna were among the mostimproved a lot.The holy rivers of India like Ganga and Yamuna were among the mostimproved a lot.The holy rivers of India like Ganga and Yamuna were among the most
polluted rivers of the world. Now, according to the report of Central Pollution Controlpolluted rivers of the world. Now, according to the report of Central Pollution Controlpolluted rivers of the world. Now, according to the report of Central Pollution Control
Board of India (CPCB),these rivers are very much pollution free and fit for drinking asBoard of India (CPCB),these rivers are very much pollution free and fit for drinking asBoard of India (CPCB),these rivers are very much pollution free and fit for drinking as
well after several decades.These cleanliness in water and lowering down of boatingwell after several decades.These cleanliness in water and lowering down of boatingwell after several decades.These cleanliness in water and lowering down of boating
activities have brought significant affect in aquatic and marine life too. Along the coastactivities have brought significant affect in aquatic and marine life too. Along the coastactivities have brought significant affect in aquatic and marine life too. Along the coast
of Odisha, sea turtles have laid down around 60 millions eggs,glimpse of dolphins wereof Odisha, sea turtles have laid down around 60 millions eggs,glimpse of dolphins wereof Odisha, sea turtles have laid down around 60 millions eggs,glimpse of dolphins were
seen for the first time in Venice in last six decade.seen for the first time in Venice in last six decade.seen for the first time in Venice in last six decade.   

Due to decrease in air and water pollution, the quality of vegetation has beenDue to decrease in air and water pollution, the quality of vegetation has beenDue to decrease in air and water pollution, the quality of vegetation has been
improved.Clean water,air and least human activities had steered to proper activities ofimproved.Clean water,air and least human activities had steered to proper activities ofimproved.Clean water,air and least human activities had steered to proper activities of
terrestrial worms which increased soil fertility and helped plant to grow in natural way.terrestrial worms which increased soil fertility and helped plant to grow in natural way.terrestrial worms which increased soil fertility and helped plant to grow in natural way.

Though COVID-19 pandemic has slowed down our lives and out turn our health andThough COVID-19 pandemic has slowed down our lives and out turn our health andThough COVID-19 pandemic has slowed down our lives and out turn our health and
economy but it has been blessing to our nature and environment. People all across theeconomy but it has been blessing to our nature and environment. People all across theeconomy but it has been blessing to our nature and environment. People all across the
world has witness recovery of nature at its proper level in few months.Hence it is highworld has witness recovery of nature at its proper level in few months.Hence it is highworld has witness recovery of nature at its proper level in few months.Hence it is high
time to think and take proper step to restrict our unnecessary activities which lead totime to think and take proper step to restrict our unnecessary activities which lead totime to think and take proper step to restrict our unnecessary activities which lead to
environmental degradation after this COVID-19 crises is over.environmental degradation after this COVID-19 crises is over.environmental degradation after this COVID-19 crises is over.   

In our heads, we always have a long wish list. Have youIn our heads, we always have a long wish list. Have youIn our heads, we always have a long wish list. Have you
ever given your wish list to someone else, such as yourever given your wish list to someone else, such as yourever given your wish list to someone else, such as your
parents, to be fulfilled? Definitely not. It may appear thatparents, to be fulfilled? Definitely not. It may appear thatparents, to be fulfilled? Definitely not. It may appear that
we do not compel others to fulfil our wishes for us, butwe do not compel others to fulfil our wishes for us, butwe do not compel others to fulfil our wishes for us, but
this is not the case. Our Mother Nature is the one whothis is not the case. Our Mother Nature is the one whothis is not the case. Our Mother Nature is the one who
has taken responsibility for providing all of thehas taken responsibility for providing all of thehas taken responsibility for providing all of the
materialistic things that we desire.materialistic things that we desire.materialistic things that we desire.   
Everything we desire, whether it is a car or a bungalowEverything we desire, whether it is a car or a bungalowEverything we desire, whether it is a car or a bungalow
complete with all amenities, will be collected by Naturecomplete with all amenities, will be collected by Naturecomplete with all amenities, will be collected by Nature
and we will be able to proudly claim that we haveand we will be able to proudly claim that we haveand we will be able to proudly claim that we have
realized our dreams. Exploitation of our Mother Naturerealized our dreams. Exploitation of our Mother Naturerealized our dreams. Exploitation of our Mother Nature
for the sake of a comfortable life and the realization offor the sake of a comfortable life and the realization offor the sake of a comfortable life and the realization of
our dreams is what we call it. Isn't it strange? Don't youour dreams is what we call it. Isn't it strange? Don't youour dreams is what we call it. Isn't it strange? Don't you
think God and Nature have evolved into parents who arethink God and Nature have evolved into parents who arethink God and Nature have evolved into parents who are
tired of meeting their children's unreasonabletired of meeting their children's unreasonabletired of meeting their children's unreasonable
expectations?expectations?expectations?   
It may appear that everything on your wish list isIt may appear that everything on your wish list isIt may appear that everything on your wish list is
required, but this is not the case. The majority of therequired, but this is not the case. The majority of therequired, but this is not the case. The majority of the
items on our to-do list are on there because they areitems on our to-do list are on there because they areitems on our to-do list are on there because they are
being accomplished by someone else. Our forefathers arebeing accomplished by someone else. Our forefathers arebeing accomplished by someone else. Our forefathers are
thought to have been monkeys. We also enjoy copying, asthought to have been monkeys. We also enjoy copying, asthought to have been monkeys. We also enjoy copying, as
did our forefathers. As a result, we copy goals ofdid our forefathers. As a result, we copy goals ofdid our forefathers. As a result, we copy goals of
someone else. without pausing to consider, "Is thissomeone else. without pausing to consider, "Is thissomeone else. without pausing to consider, "Is this
something I really need?"something I really need?"something I really need?"   
So, instead of a wish list, try making a "need list" andSo, instead of a wish list, try making a "need list" andSo, instead of a wish list, try making a "need list" and
passing it on to Nature.passing it on to Nature.passing it on to Nature.   

STUDENT@highlight

2. Sumeer Salim (205ME067) - Sumeer is a Mechanical Department2. Sumeer Salim (205ME067) - Sumeer is a Mechanical Department2. Sumeer Salim (205ME067) - Sumeer is a Mechanical Department
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We are in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic it has put all people under stress and
research students are no exception. Indefinite deadlines, financial instability,
inability to conduct research, irregular classes, and exams, deprived state of mind,
pressure from self and others are some factors that most of the research students
face in this critical situation. In these challenging times, what can research students
do to keep themselves motivated? Here are the five ways to lift morale among
research students in this pandemic.

1. Participation in scientific training
There are many highly informative webinars, short-time training programs, online
certifications organized by different prestigious institutions in India and all over the
world that are conducted free of cost which help us to engage our mind and enrich
our knowledge.

2. Spirit of Collaboration
In this pandemic, one of the advantages we have during this pandemic is that we get
a lot of time to spend on social media platforms. It is a great idea to interact online
with like- minded people from the same or interdisciplinary areas and to publish
creative ideas in journals, proceedings, etc.

3. Seeking supervisors’ assistance
Most of the research students are in a harsh situation that they are helpless to carry
on with research work mainly in a laboratory or a field study. They are worried about
meeting deadlines to complete their research and get graduated. In this situation, a
little recognition and motivation from the supervisor will boost students' morale to a
big extent.

4. Active involvement in indoor activities
Even though physical and mental health is very crucial it is mostly in this pandemic.
In this regard, regular exercises, indoor games, spirituality, and hobbies elevate body
and mind equally and help to stay positive.

5. Financial motivation
Regular stipend for eligible research students will fulfil their necessities and, for
others, they can join online platforms like Chegg, Growing star for their financial
stability. These educational platforms not only help us to earn financially but also
help us to brush up our knowledge in their respective field of research.
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